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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Context

Project Development

The Commission’s citizen satisfaction research has
evolved over the past five years from annual
quantitative surveys to quantitative and qualitative
methods alternating annually. The research is
customized and updated annually to provide
insights that are relevant for CPS and the
Commission each year.

Representatives from the Commission, the CPS, the City of Calgary, and Illumina formed a core
project team. Two workshops were conducted with this team to narrow down the topic and build
on previously completed work. The team collaborated and coordinated their efforts to eliminate
potential duplication of research across organizations and to maximize actionable insights for the
Commission and CPS. The team established guiding principles, identified criteria for success,
aligned on specific objectives, and made critical methodological decisions for this year’s
research.

In 2021, we conducted qualitative research
focused on systemic racism in policing and crisis
call response. This research will support CPS’
commitment to address systemic racism within the
Service.

Through this process, the core team agreed upon: (1) conducting online focus groups and indepth interviews with Indigenous and Black citizens, (2) using targeted recruiting methods to
reach these groups, and (3) inviting Black and Indigenous moderators who understand the
concerns of their community to conduct the consultations.

The research was further customized to focus on
two specific groups: Indigenous and Black citizens.
These two citizen groups were prioritized this year
because they had the lowest perceptions of CPS in
the 2020 Citizen Satisfaction quantitative research.

The project was further customized for Indigenous citizens to respect their culture as well as their
history with Canadian law enforcement. To this end, online discussion circles were conducted
with Indigenous citizens using a modified guide. Online focus groups were conducted with Black
citizens based on the results of a written questionnaire completed prior to their session. One-toone in-depth interviews were completed with participants from both groups.

Outcome
Illumina Research and the core team curated a customized methodology that adhered to best practices in research
while being sensitive to the cultural backgrounds of our participants. We made a conscious effort to tailor the research
to meet the needs of individuals from different cultures in an inclusive and respectful manner.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Agency
Illumina Research Partners is a
Canadian Research Insights Council
(CRIC) Accredited Agency. The CRIC
Accredited Agency Seal recognizes
members who have made the highest
commitment to follow best practices
and adhere to world-leading
standards and ethics in market
research, analytics and insights.

Research Method and Timing
Qualitative research was conducted to gather indepth perspectives from a small number of people.
The research was completed as follows:

complete understanding of their perceptions and

May 19, 2021
= 7 participants

May 20, 2021
= 5 participants

= 5 participants

June 29, 2021
= 5 participants

Research Sponsor
The 2021 Citizen Consultations were sponsored and
funded by the Calgary Police Commission.
The research was conducted by Illumina Research
Partners with the support of Anouk Flambert and
Gabrielle Lindstrom who moderated the online focus
groups. Gabrielle Lindstrom also conducted the
Indigenous analysis and drafted the summary on
pages 32-50.

Two 2-hr
online focus
groups with
Black citizens
Two 2-hr
online
discussion
circles with
Indigenous
citizens

In-depth interviews were also conducted with citizens
who wanted to participate but were unable to attend
the online focus groups or online discussion circles.

the reasons behind their assessments. Participants
are able to express viewpoints and experiences
without being constrained to a pre-set scale.

Discussions are moderator-led, monitored, informal
interactions that permit in-depth probing of
participants to understand different perspectives
and why people feel or behave a certain way.
Thoughts and feelings are expressed in the
participants’ own words and at their own levels of
passion.
Success is measured by the quality of responses and
depth of information obtained, not by the number
of participants. Qualitative research is valuable as a
means of capturing a range of opinions, rather than
as a means for counting opinions.

May 26, 2021
=

Questions Asked
The invitation, screener, and discussion guides are in
the appendix.

Qualitative research gathers in-depth insights from
participants to give decision-makers a more

June 28, 2021
For any further inquiries about CRIC and our research
practices, please contact Illumina’s President & CEO,
Yvonne Brouwers, at ybrouwers@illuminaresearch.com.

About Qualitative Research

June 30, 2021

3 in-depth interviews
with Black citizens

Results of qualitative research are not statistically
projectable to the population at large.

= 2 in-depth interviews
with Indigenous citizens
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (CONT)
Recruiting

Research Limitations
Recruiting
Given the recruitment process where participants volunteered to participate in the focus groups
based on an invitation received, often through a community association, respondent bias exists
in the research. The participants are generally well connected to their community and citizens
with a deep mistrust of police may not have received the invitation and/or chose not to
participate. As such, their views may be inherently different than other Black or Indigenous
citizens of Calgary. That being said, the groups included a range of opinions – from positive to
neutral to negative – of the police.
Descriptions of Nine Areas of Work
The descriptions of the nine areas of work often generated more questions than answers among
Black citizen participants, as they didn’t fully understand the areas of work (e.g., street checks,
race-based data collection). While participants were given a summary of the areas of work, it
was not an in-depth resource. Given this, participants made assumptions about what an area of
work entailed. As such, their feedback may be different than if they had full understanding of the
areas of work. See appendix for homework assignment describing the nine areas of work.

CPS diversity advisory boards, anti-racism
committees, Commission members and CPS
leaders were invited to distribute invitations to
recruit participants. Members of the CPS
Indigenous Advisory Board were also invited to
participate and to share the invitation. See
appendix for the invitation.
Citizens interested in participating in the online
focus groups or discussion circles called the
number provided on the invitation. Participants
were screened to represent citizens who
identified as a Black or Indigenous citizen and
lived or worked in Calgary.

The Participants
Participants represented a mix of backgrounds that
include:
Both male and female in every group
Range of ages from 18-67 years of age
Mix of those who have/have not interacted
with the Calgary Police Service
Mix of perceptions (positive, neutral, negative) of
the Calgary Police Service
Mix of people who have/have not participated in
research before
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (CONT)
Rationale for Consultations with Black and
Indigenous Citizens
Indigenous and Black citizens were identified as
priority groups for the 2021 citizen consultations
because these two groups have the lowest
perceptions of the Calgary Police Service.

2020 Calgary Police Commission
Citizen Satisfaction Report
In the 2020 quantitative research, Indigenous and
Black citizens were found to have the lowest
perceptions of CPS.

Higher
Perceptions
of CPS

LATIN AMERICAN
FILIPINO
SOUTH/SOUTHEAST ASIAN
CHINESE
WHITE
ARAB/WEST ASIAN

Lower
Perceptions
of CPS

BLACK
INDIGENOUS

Differences in Consultations
The Black and Indigenous consultations both included discussions on systemic racism in Calgary policing as well as
potential reforms to crisis response. However, there were some differences in the topics discussed, written feedback, and
the online research format (focus group vs. discussion circles).

1

Black citizens discussed the
nine areas of work from the
CPS Anti-Racism Strategy. To
enable a deeper discussion,
they were provided with a
short overview of the CPS nine
areas of work to read and
asked to rank these areas of
work prior to the focus group
discussion. See appendix for
the document.
Feedback from the City’s
Indigenous Relations Office
and the moderator indicated
that the research focus should
be on hearing Indigenous
perspectives on systemic
racism in policing rather than
on the specific initiatives
underway within CPS. For that
reason, Indigenous citizens
were not asked to complete
the ranking exercise.

2

A traditional discussion circle
format was used with
Indigenous citizens where
every participant answered
each question. This format
allows for a maximum of 6-7
questions to be asked in a
2-hr discussion.
For the Black citizen focus
groups, all participants
contributed to the discussion
but not necessarily for every
single question. This format
allowed for more questions
and the moderator facilitated
the discussion to ensure
everyone participated and no
one voice monopolized the
discussion.

3

Black citizens discussed
mental health call response
reforms based on two
different scenarios. Most
participants had no
experience calling 9-1-1 for a
mental health crisis so the
scenarios provided examples
to help frame the discussion.
Indigenous citizens
discussed crisis call response
reforms which included
mental health, addiction,
PTSD, and other challenges.
As most participants had
experience calling 9-1-1 for a
crisis, scenarios were not
needed.
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THE MODERATORS

Anouk Flambert

Gabrielle Lindstrom

Moderator for the Black citizen focus groups

Moderator for the Indigenous citizen discussion circles

Anouk is a seasoned bilingual
qualitative research moderator with
20 years and over 1,000 sessions
under her belt.
As a Third Culture Kid (TCK) who
learned from her formative years to
navigate between and across
culture, Anouk is uniquely positioned
to provide insight and access in
research among racialized
communities and has been called on
to facilitate dozens of projects
requiring this specialization. Born in
Canada to parents of Haitian and Sri
Lankan origins, she lived in Haiti from
age 2 to 14 before moving to Sri
Lanka to complete high school. She
then lived and studied in the US, in
particularly racially charged
environments before moving to
Canada.

Even today, her family lives at the
intersection between her own South
Asian and Caribbean communities,
her West African husband's
community, and the multiple other
cultures that colour life in Montreal.
It should also be noted that when it
comes specifically to working on
research involving the Black
Community, Anouk brings a unique
perspective that comes from her
personal life experiences with Black
identity - whether from her years
spent in the US in university
environments enmeshed within the
Black Power movement, to being a
member of the Caribbean diaspora
in North America, and to marrying
into the African immigrant
community in Canada and in
Europe.

Oki, Nistoo Nitanikoo Tsaapinaki.
Gabrielle Lindstrom is Niitsitapi from
the Kainai Nation located in what is
now southern Alberta. She works as
an Educational Development
Consultant in Indigenous Ways of
Knowing with the Taylor Institute for
Teaching and Learning at the
University of Calgary. She also is a
qualitative researcher specializing in
Indigenous methodologies and
evaluation. Through declaring her
cultural location, she establishes that
her experiences and perceptions as
a Blackfoot woman are brought to
bear on both the approaches and
methods that she undertook in the
facilitation, interpretation and
analysis processes. This is a vital
declaration and highlights how
research is never a neutral process.

Instead, it is imbued with meaning
that is implicitly and explicitly shaped
by the researcher’s socio-cultural
frame of reference.
Although the research questions
shaped the broader themes that
emerged from the data, Gabrielle
did not separate or fragment the
Indigenous voices to fit into the
boundaries of these questions. The
themes include the diverse
experiences with racism and
discrimination, media influences,
ongoing colonization in current social
systems, violence against Indigenous
women, and ways to address
systemic racism which include
education and training as a solution
to mitigate racism within the CPS,
and what the role of the CPS should
be from an Indigenous perspective.
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EXTERNAL CONTEXT – CPS NEWS RELEASES AND MEDIA COVERAGE

Snapshot of media coverage and environment around the time of the consultations.
Funding announced
to improve crisis
response systems and
community supports
(Jun 03)

Derek Chauvin guilty of
murder, manslaughter in
death of George Floyd
(Apr 20)

CPS Anti-Racism Action
Committee Selected
(Feb 11)

CPS body-worn
and in-car camera
evaluations
released
(Mar 07)

February

March

CPS launches Youth
Advisory Board
(Feb 17)

CPS investigate
Confederate flag
raising
(Mar 17)

New 'statement to police'
card for Indigenous people
released in Alberta
(Apr 21)
Calgary police regret
detaining innocent boy
at playground
(Apr 22)

April

Update on CPS
Anti-Racism
Commitments – SRO
Program Review
(Apr 27)

Vancouver police,
mayor apologize
for wrongly
handcuffing and
detaining retired
Black judge
(May 15)

Saskatchewan First Nation
announces discovery of 751
unmarked graves near
former residential school
(Jun 24)
Indigenous Citizens
Discussion Circles, IDIs
(Jun 28-30)

CPS officerinvolved shooting
on C-train
(Jul 07)
Police watchdog
finds Calgary
officer justified in
fatal shooting of
man in 2018 during
mental health crisis
(Jul 21)

Memorial to residential
school victims set on fire
outside Calgary City Hall
(Aug 04)
Crucial ruling in
sentencing of CPS officer
Trevor Lindsay
(aggravated assault of
detained handcuffed
man) delayed as judge
requires further
information
(Aug 04)

May

June

July

August

Black Citizens
Focus Groups, IDIs
(May 19-20, 26)

Calgary officer handed one
month sentence for assaulting
handcuffed Black woman
(Jun 29)

Association of Black
lawyers demands
investigation after
Montreal police
officer kneels on
teen's neck
(Jul 21)

Protests against police
brutality outside the Calgary
Courts Centre, leading to
arrests of protesters
(Aug 13)

Remains of 215
children found
buried at former
B.C. residential
school
(May 27)

Reforms improve police
conduct investigations
(Jun 29)
182 unmarked graves
discovered near residential
school in B.C.'s Interior
(Jun 30)

Sources:
• Calgary Police Service Commitment to Anti-Racism News Releases: https://www.calgary.ca/cps/commitment-to-anti-racism/news-releases-and-resources
• City of Calgary Newsroom: https://newsroom.calgary.ca/?h=1&t=Police
• Online google search including CalgaryHerald.com, Globalnews.ca, Calgarysun.com, Newsroom.calgary.ca and Cbc.ca

CPS officer charged with
assault on innocent woman
whose license plate was
stolen, swapped
(Aug 17)
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KEY INSIGHTS
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10 KEY INSIGHTS

1

CPS TREAT PEOPLE DIFFERENTLY
BASED ON SKIN-COLOUR

Both Black and Indigenous
participants reported witnessing
and experiencing differential
treatment based on skin colour.
They feel they are unfairly targeted,
subjected to over-surveillance, and
victimized. Both perceive that white
citizens receive preferential
treatment.

2

AVOIDANCE AND FEAR
OF POLICE

Indigenous and Black participants
share a general fear of police
which motivates them to avoid
interactions with CPS. However,
there are important differences. For
some Black participants, this fear
often stems from the corruption
and brutality of law enforcement in
their country of origin and that
which they observe in the United
States, whereas fear among
Indigenous participants relates to
poor treatment and colonialism
here in Canada.

DESIRE FOR BETTER
TREATMENT BY CPS

6

7

SUPPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE
CALL RESPONSE

Both Indigenous and Black
participants want better treatment
by CPS. They want CPS to
appreciate where they have come
from, what they’ve experienced,
and to understand how this
impacts their impressions of and
experiences with CPS. They believe
this level of understanding can help
improve their interactions with CPS.
They also would like to see CPS
trained on cultural sensitivities to
improve the outcome of
interactions with all BIPOC citizens.

Alternative call response received
support from both groups,
stemming from the shared
perception that there are other
professionals who possess the skills
and expertise needed to diffuse
and de-escalate calls requiring
crisis response.
For Indigenous participants,
negative associations with social
workers and health care workers
means they are not an
appropriately trained profession
to respond to crisis calls with
Indigenous people.

3

TREATMENT BY CPS IS
INFLUENCED BY STEREOTYPES

Black and Indigenous participants
share the opinion that CPS reacts
to them based on stereotypes
rather than as individuals.
Indigenous participants mentioned
the stereotype of the “drunken
Indian” while Black participants
used the words “thugs” and
“thieves.”

8

NEED TO ADDRESS SYSTEMIC
RACISM WITHIN CPS

Both Black and Indigenous
participants spoke of the need for:
▪ More BIPOC diversity within the
ranks of CPS,
▪ Mandatory anti-racism and
cultural competency training for
CPS officers to enhance relations
with all BIPOC groups, and
▪ Inclusion initiatives to encourage
greater involvement of CPS in the
communities it serves that
cultivates positive interactions
with Indigenous and Black
citizens.

4

LACK OF TRUST
IN CPS

9

IMPROVE CPS
ACCOUNTABILITY

A common response among
Indigenous and Black
participants was a general lack
of trust in policing and CPS.
Participants from both groups
spoke of avoiding contact with
CPS out of concern that they
would not be treated fairly or
respectfully.

Both Black and Indigenous
participants shared they would
like better accountability by CPS
including:
• Improved transparency

5

MEDIA INFLUENCES
PERCEPTIONS OF CPS

Black and Indigenous participants
felt that the media negatively
influences relationships with CPS
by exacerbating the tensions felt
between CPS and citizens.

10

USE OF FORCE IS
A LAST RESORT

Participants expressed a desire to
be treated fairly and respectfully
by CPS in all interactions. The
officer’s role should be to deescalate situations and use of
force should be a last resort.

• Use of body-worn cameras to
give a line of sight into what
happens during citizen
interactions with full
transparency of this data, and
• Implementation of external
review processes for
investigations of CPS officers
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BLACK CITIZEN
CONSULTATIONS

12

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

To develop a deep understanding of Black citizens
perspectives on systemic racism within the Calgary
Police Service and the CPS Anti-Racism Strategy.

What we discussed…
Introduction & Warm-up
Moderator and participant introductions

Research Objectives
The research objectives are to:

Experiences with Police
Key things to communicate to CPS about experiences with
systemic racism within CPS

CPS Anti-Racism Strategy
Success in addressing systemic racism

Gather an in-depth understanding of Black citizens’ perspectives on
systemic racism within CPS

Discussion of the nine areas of work: reasons for ranking, likes,
concerns, confusion
Suggestions for how CPS and community can work together

Explore citizen reactions and perspectives on nine areas of work from
the Calgary Police Service's Anti-Racism strategy

Feelings about calling 9-1-1 for a mental health crisis

Explore citizen perspectives to reforms to mental health call response

Discuss two scenarios: who responds, role of responders,
benefits and concerns with different responders, and comfort in
having the police respond to these types of scenarios

Gather information to support strategic planning and decision-making

Mental Health Call Response

Wrap Up & Check-out
Any additional thoughts or feedback participants would like to
share
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BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATION PROCESS

Illumina conducted the analysis of the Black citizen results for this section of the report.

Recruit
Participants

• Black citizens were recruited via
an invitation that was
distributed through CPS diversity
boards, anti-racism
committees, Commission
members, and CPS leaders.
• Black citizens volunteered to
participate in the focus groups
by contacting an independent
recruiting firm to sign up to
attend one of the focus groups.

Complete
Homework

• Participants completed a
written exercise prior to
attending the focus group.

• The purpose was to get
participants to think about the
topics in advance for a fuller,
more thoughtful discussion
during the focus groups.

Conduct
Focus
Groups

• Two 2-hr. focus groups were
conducted with Black citizens.
• The groups were moderated by
Anouk Flambert, a person of
colour with extensive
moderating experience.
• See page 8 for an overview of
Anouk’s experience.

Analyze
& Report
Results

• After each focus group, there
was a 45-minute debrief session
with representatives from
Illumina who watched the
focus groups and the
moderator to discuss what was
heard, what resonated, any
surprises, and initial takeaways.
• Illumina conducted the analysis
of the Black citizen results and
completed this report.

• Each participant was screened
to ensure they qualified for the
group. There was a mix of ages,
interaction with CPS, and
perceptions of CPS in each
focus group.
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SECONDARY INFORMATION

The results of the consultations with Black citizens can be more fully appreciated by
considering the historical and current landscape.
Mosaic vs. Melting Pot

Slavery in Canada

Immigration and Population

Challenges Remain

The experience of Black Canadians is
often described relative to that of
Black Americans, with Canadians
believing our country is more tolerant
and less racist. Some research
participants echoed this sentiment,
expressing gratitude that relations
between Black citizens and police
are better here than in the U.S.

Canadians are generally unfamiliar
with Black history in Canada. While
some know about the Underground
Railway that helped 30,000-40,000
African Americans flee slavery to
Canada in the 1800s, most
Canadians are unaware that the first
Black inhabitants of Canada were
enslaved, nor do they know that
slavery existed here for centuries.

In 1967, Canada shifted away from an
immigration policy based on race and
national origins, and adopted a policy
focused on education, occupational skills,
and knowledge of official languages.
Since then, the population of Black
Canadians has grown. According to
Statistics Canada 2016 census, there were
1.2 million Black Canadians in our country,
which represented 3.5% of the total
population and 15.6% of visible minorities
at the time. More than 40% of the Black
population was born in Canada.

Despite growing numbers, Black
Canadians continue to experience
challenges related to unemployment
and lower incomes as well as limited
access to health care and housing.

This characterization, likely
attributable to Canada’s image as a
“cultural mosaic,” compared the
U.S.’s reputation as a “melting pot,” is
considered inaccurate because the
history of racism has been very similar
in the two countries (Palmer, 1976).

This collective lack of awareness hit
the news cycle shortly after the
police killing of George Floyd in 2020,
referred to by one journalist as
“systemic silence” (Forani, 2020).

The Black population in Alberta is the
fastest growing, increasing fivefold
between 1996 and 2016. Almost two-thirds
of Black Albertans are first generation,
almost one-third are second generation
and very few are third generation
Canadians. In a country dominated by
aging baby boomers, Black Canadians are
far younger. The median age of Canada’s
Black population was 29.6 years compared
to 40.7 years for the total population.

They are over-represented in
Canada’s prison and child welfare
systems, and evidence suggests that
Black youth believe police view them
as criminals even when they are
engaging in normal activities
(Samuels-Wortley, 2021).
Black Canadians continue to be
subjected daily to racial
discrimination, particularly Black
females (Cenat, et al., 2021).
These shared experiences of racism
and history of slavery have resulted in
intergenerational trauma among
many Black citizens (Bowden, 2020).
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PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIONS OF THE CALGARY POLICE SERVICE (CPS)

Policing is Valued

Participants Empathize
with CPS

Participants appreciate the
need for a police service,
and value the contributions
made by CPS to keep
Calgary a safe place to live.

Participants empathize with the
challenges facing CPS. They
expressed empathy for the:

They recognize that relations
with police could be much
worse. Based on their
experiences elsewhere in the
world, they do not want to
see a police force riddled
with corruption and brutality
nor do they want an
ineffectual police service,
paralyzed by inaction.
“We still need them [officers],
so we don't want to have a
situation where we alienate
them, and nobody wants to
be a cop anymore.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

• Fear for personal safety CPS must
experience on a regular basis,
and the need to protect
themselves;
• Pressure CPS must feel to perform
their duties under the microscope
of smartphone cameras, and
• Stress of the job, the tainted
reputation of police work, and the
impact it has on their personal
lives and overall well-being
(physical, mental, and emotional).
“Mental health for police
officers, like making sure
that they’re okay, that they
don't feel like the world is
crashing in on them.”

Participants are Hopeful

Mutual Respect
is Critical

Optimism for improving the
institution was relatively
strong, given the broader
social context under which
these consultations were
conducted (e.g. George
Floyd’s death, Black Lives
Matter, societal focus on antiracism, and equity, diversity
and inclusion).

Participants are seeking a
mutually respectful relationship.
They want their interactions with
CPS to begin at a place of
respect; they do not want to be
presumed guilty because of the
colour of their skin.

“We’ve seen what
happened in the States,
and it’s happened in
Canada too … let’s focus
on addressing situations way
before force is needed.”

“Cop comes to the vehicle.
Both parties should be
speaking respectfully and
acting in a manner that
doesn't put the other person
at risk.”

Participants urge CPS officers to
realize they have an immediate
power advantage in their
interactions with citizens
because they carry firearms.

I LLUMINA RESEARCH PARTNERS
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PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIONS OF SYSTEMIC RACISM IN CPS

Under-representation of BIPOC citizens within CPS.
A lack of diversity among frontline officers as well
as throughout different levels of the organization
was cited as a clear example by Black
participants of systemic racism within the CPS.

Greater scrutiny by CPS. Black participants
perceive that they are more closely scrutinized by
CPS compared to others. Examples include being
pulled over and/or ticketed more often, and
youth being approached by police for no
apparent reason.
CPS allows misperceptions and stereotypes to
guide their interactions with Black citizens. Black
participants feel they are labeled as “thugs” and
“thieves,” and are presumed guilty of an offense
or linked to criminal activity rather than being
given the benefit of the doubt.
“My perspectives on systemic racism
with the Calgary Police Service is
that there are way more white
police officers than all the immigrant
officers combined. I believe the
senior positions are also occupied
by white police officers.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

Heavier surveillance in communities with a
higher concentration of BIPOC residents.
Northeast communities are more frequently
patrolled, and done so with larger, intimidatinglooking SUVs compared to elsewhere in the city.
Black participants who reside or know of others
who live in these neighbourhoods report being
racially profiled.

CPS officers view Black citizens as less credible.
For those whose jobs involve interactions with
CPS, officers prefer to talk to their Caucasian
colleagues at their place of work. Additionally,
the Black participants feel complaints made to
police by Caucasians are perceived as more
believable than those made by Black citizens.

Media coverage of excessive force or brutality
by police towards people of colour, particularly
Indigenous citizens, are of concern among
Black participants. These incidents exacerbate
an already tenuous perception of CPS.

CPS does not understand the negative
associations of law enforcement among some
immigrants. Black participants emphasized the
importance of CPS in understanding that
situations experienced and/or witnessed by
BIPOC citizens in their countries of origin directly
impact their comfort level with CPS.

“When I travel towards the NE
communities in Calgary, I can clearly
see the stark concentration of CPS units
who seem to heavily patrol these areas
... Many of my friends who live in these
neighbourhoods have spoken about
being racially profiled by the CPS.”

“From the experience I had back home, I
feel that I don’t have trust in the police. For
example, in a regular traffic stop, the moment
I see police, I will not feel comfortable. I feel
that I am not treated fairly. I believe there
should be a more proper way to deal with it,
particularly within the immigrant community.”
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NINE AREAS OF WORK IN CPS ANTI -RACISM STRATEGY

Participants provided their perspectives on the impact of the
CPS anti-racism strategy’s nine areas of work on addressing
systemic racism at CPS. The following slides provide an
overview of what we heard about the nine areas of work.

HIGHER
IMPACT

ANTI-RACISM LENS
RACE-BASED DATA COLLECTION ON CITIZEN INTERACTIONS
SCHOOL RESOURCE PROGRAM
STREET CHECKS
USE OF FORCE

The descriptions of the nine areas of work provided
to participants were not sufficient to give a full
understanding of the purpose, scope and outcome
of the action items. Participants filled in gaps with
assumptions about what the initiative was about
and how it would work. This impacted participant
reactions to the nine areas of work and how they
were prioritized.
Areas of work that were the most unclear:
• Race-based data collection

CONTINUE WORKING WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

• School resource program

BODY WORN CAMERA PROGRAM

• Street checks

REFORMS TO MENTAL HEALTH CALLS
LOWER
IMPACT

CPS needs to communicate in
citizen friendly language

CPS ACCOUNTABILITY REFORMS

Due to the time limitation of 2 hours, not all the nine
areas of work could be discussed in depth. Working
with Indigenous peoples was not discussed with
Black citizens.

See following pages for explanation of nine areas of work

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS
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ANTI-RACISM LENS
What We Heard

CPS ACTIONS
Shared With Participants
Apply an anti-racism lens to the CPS workplace.
Assess how different employees may be
impacted differently by policies, programs, and
procedures. The goal is to reduce and prevent
inequities within the CPS and the services it
provides to Calgary’s diverse communities so that
CPS provides equitable, fair and respectful
service to all Calgarians.

Summary of Insights

This area of work was seen as a necessary step
and represents a noticeable shift from how it is
today. Only by fixing the problems from within
can the CPS begin to improve its treatment of
racialized citizens. To be effective, Black
participants urged that revised polices, programs
and procedures must be based on input from
marginalized groups.

Build familiarity
through interaction

Serve as a role
model of anti-racism

Represent the
population within CPS

Participants suggested that
CPS employees need to be
trained on and exposed to
the different cultures it serves
within the City of Calgary.
Personal knowledge and
experience will nurture
the awareness and
understanding needed to
combat racism. Get to know
people personally in order to
start to break down the
unconscious biases.

The CPS should serve as a role
model of anti-racism behaviour
within Calgary. CPS officers
demonstrating effective antiracist behaviours is expected to
have a positive influence on
Calgarians.

Applying the lens will result in proportional
diversity represented at all levels of CPS.
This will subsequently ensure that the
composition of the CPS more accurately
reflects the communities it serves and will
ultimately better serve its citizens.
Additionally, officers have the potential
to become role models for immigrant
children who do not currently see
themselves represented in the CPS. On
the flip side, others were concerned
about the downside of employment
practices that are tied to race. There was
some debate among participants about
Affirmative Action. While it can offer
guarantees of representation, it can
have unintended negative
consequences.

“I think one of the biggest things
is that we're all different and
Canada is a multicultural
society.”

“CPS is important because they
have a lot of power and
authority in our society, so if
they're showing a certain
example, then many citizens will
follow it as well. So, I think if
they're leading in a good
example, then it can be a good
example for the rest of the
communities around.”

“They need to have a 10% ratio of diversity
at every level.”

“It would be nice to see immigrant officers,
because again, the kid has somebody to look
up to and say ‘Oh Gee. I can be that’.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS
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RACE-BASED DATA COLLECTION
What We Heard

CPS ACTIONS
Shared With Participants
Collect and report race-based data on citizen
interactions. Race-based data will help CPS learn
from its interactions with citizens so it can provide
better service to all citizens.

Summary of Insights
Collecting race-based data on citizen
interactions is essential to validating the problem
and tracking progress on anti-racism initiatives.
The data can help pinpoint problem areas to
which resources can then be allocated.
Sometimes data can shed light or offer an
alternative perspective on a problem.
The need for race-based data collection of CPS
itself was also mentioned to understand the gaps
in its internal representation of the population.
“You do have to collect data in order to have the
information, if you want to make a difference or just do
something differently. It's not just the police system, but
even when you go up to the justice system … Black
people being incarcerated, Indigenous people being
incarcerated, so you need to have some kind of data
if you want to change things or make a difference.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

Participants assumed that race-based data will be collected on every citizen interaction. Participant
perceptions and feedback would likely be different if this isn’t how CPS plans to collect race-based data.
While collecting race-based data is considered important to validating that systemic racism exists, concerns
were expressed.

Possible excuse for delay

Protect data integrity

Role of a third party

Participants would like racism
needs to be addressed starting
immediately. Don’t
use a current lack of data as
a reason to delay
making progress.

Data can be manipulated to
produce desired outcomes.
For this to be effective,
participants urge caution to
avoid unintended
consequences of data
collection and usage.

Participants suggested that the
credibility of this area of work
will hinge on the use of a third
party to collect and/or
interpret the data.

“The only drawback is that it
needs to be now, not later … if
you're waiting for data, things
might happen, and then it's too
late to get that data.”

“My concern is that it’s going to be
very easy to skew the data one way or
another. Let's say if they're collecting
race-based data on citizen
interactions and the police officer
knows that if they have a certain
amount of negative interactions a
month with a particular race, they
might get demoted or whatever
negative consequence, it's very easy
to skew their interactions one or
another.”

“If they're collecting the data [and]
they're reporting the data ... there's
already a sense of mistrust with them,
so I just I don't see that going well. So
maybe having an external body or it
being linked to a higher [authority] or
something would be better.”

I LLUMINA RESEARCH PARTNERS
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SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER PROGRAM
What We Heard

CPS ACTIONS
Shared With Participants

Conduct an independent review of the School
Resource Officer Program to understand if
students are having a positive experience. The
School Resource Officer program is intended to
provide mentorship to youth and help schools
support youth at-risk for conflict or victimization.

Summary of Insights

This area of work generated the most questions
and variation in response. While some
participants saw value in the program and
offered suggestions for enhancing it, others
reacted strongly to the negatives associated with
having police officers in schools. The discussion
revealed a lack of specific knowledge about the
program, its overall purpose, and how it works.

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

Build positive
relationships with police

Make program
widely available

Uncertainty or negativity
about the program

The program was noted as having the
potential to teach children how to interact
with police, build positive relationships with
officers, and create a sense of community
with CPS overall. Participants felt the
success of the program was viewed as
being contingent on the personality of the
police officer.

Participants feel it is essential
the program is widely available,
rather than directed at specific
schools, to ensure the program
is not perceived as racist.

Others were uncertain as to the
overall purpose of the program and
questioned the suitability of CPS in
dealing with at-risk youth. Some
questioned the insensitivity of the
program for students from countries
with historically negative
interactions with police or other
armed forces. For some, the
program was viewed as potentially
damaging to youth, and as such,
they were against it.

For those who value the program, they
suggest increasing the number of officers
involved along with expanding the breadth
and depth of interactions with officers.
These participants see value in creating
opportunities for officers to interact with
students, but only if the officers are
meaningfully engaged with students.
“Teaching people about how to interact
with police officers. Maybe knowing their
rights when they're out so that they know
how to react to certain situations, and then
just not so negative seeing the police, trying
to create that sense of community and
working together.”

“It would be nice to see immigrant officers
because the kid has somebody to look up
to and say, “Oh gee, look what I can be.”

“Do you have it [SRO] at all high
schools? It has to be throughout
all high schools, [otherwise] it's
targeted that black people are
the ones that need this type of
program more than everyone
else.”

“Police are there to arrest or to get
criminals … if you're being mentored by
a police officer, you're either a criminal
or you want to be a police officer.”
“It just sounded like a weird thing to me
… it's almost like you're criminalizing
children before they're adults.”
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USE OF FORCE

STREET CHECKS
CPS ACTIONS
Shared With Participants
Continue to collect and share race-based information on Street Checks to monitor for
potential biases in how officers interact with citizens. A Street Check (or Officer Contact) is
information voluntarily provided by a citizen, not under arrest or being detained, to a
police officer. The officer collects the information for the purposes of intelligence and
community safety. Examples include suspicious person/activity or vulnerable persons.

Review Use of Force policies, practices, and culture to ensure the
amount and level of force used by CPS officers is appropriate.

What We Heard
Some believe there is value in collecting this kind of data, and that it will shed
light on the “human bias” and help identify if police are targeting certain groups.

Use of force is viewed as a last resort.
Participant feedback about use of force includes:

Participant feedback about street checks includes:

Ensuring the data is
collected and/or
analyzed by a thirdparty for accuracy and
credibility

Collecting information
on both the citizen and
the officer conducting
the street check

Providing citizens
with access
to the data

“I think that's the first data that we can really show how biased they are,
and how profiling it can be. With that kind of data, that's the best first step to
see what you have in fact on paper, in black and white, the profiling
happening on the street.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

This topic reminded participants of George Floyd and
the excessive use of police force that ended his life.
While some indicated that the situation isn’t as bad
here in Canada, videos seen that showed excessive
force with Indigenous citizens were of concern.

Participants urged respectful
treatment by police and to be
a person first. Force should be
used as a last resort only.

“I think the use of force should be an absolute last resort in any kind of police interaction. The
role of an officer is to try to de-escalate. When you have a scenario where force has been
used, especially excessive force then, definitely, some review needs to take place.”
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BODY WORN CAMERA
What We Heard

CPS ACTIONS
Shared With Participants

Evaluate the Body Worn Camera Program to
identify what is working, what can be improved,
and how it can best serve the community and
CPS officers.

Body worn camera program is supported
Participants felt that it provided a line of sight into what’s really
happening on the ground for the benefit of both officers and citizens,
but want greater transparency.
“There needs to be disclosure mechanisms
because a lot of times, police forces will
withhold the footage when it's advantageous
[to them], and they'll share the footage when
it's to their benefit. It's a very tricky system and
it's a slippery slope and so it needs to be more
public.”
“I think it's absolutely important to have
interactions recorded, especially interactions
that lead to force. You need to have that
recorded just so that you could review it in the
future to see what mistakes were made and
how you could learn from that mistake.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

“The body camera is important … you really get
to know what's happening, you have evidence.
And I feel most of the time when you see the
police using force, most of the time it's not really
to defend themselves – people come out with
their own camera – it wasn't really because
they needed to defend themselves. They used
the force because they could. And sometimes
you know that the other officer might stand
there and don’t say anything. You know what I
mean? So, I think that the body camera really
would help in training their officers and seeing
what they doing out there in the community.”
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ACCOUNTABILITY REFORMS
What We Heard

CPS ACTIONS
Shared With Participants

Continue with CPS accountability reforms to
improve transparency, accountability, and faster
resolution of complaints against officers and
investigations into officer misconduct.

Summary of Insights

Given that employees are typically held
accountable for their actions at work, participants
think the same should be expected of the CPS.
However, participants cautioned against making
it too difficult to be a police officer in Calgary.

“Montreal is extremely transparent … [but] really
repressive … sometimes a citizen can just call and
complain, and they will investigate [the officer] to the
fullest just from one complaint.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

Accountability within the CPS translates to the following:

Data Driven

Community Shared

Participants feel it is
important to set
quantifiable targets,
and then collect and
track data against
these benchmarks.
Measurement must be
done on a regular
basis, perhaps
annually. Benchmark
and tracking data
needs to be accessible
to the public via the
CPS website.

Participants want
CPS to share their
plans with
community leaders
and then disclose
how they are
progressing towards
those plans.

Representative of
BIPOC Citizens

For change to
reflect the needs of
all citizens, BIPOC
citizens must be
involved in policymaking at the top.
Policies need to be
aligned with
accountability goals
to ensure reforms are
realized.

“Let's say a situation happened between two individuals. The
body cam showed the footage, and this officer no longer
works for the company. I would like full transparency of what
actually happened, and not like a hush hush system where
nobody knows anything, citizens are not involved. We don't
know anything.”

Preventative

Transparent

Participants want all
CPS employees
accountable for
their actions will help
prevent future
misconduct.

Participants would
like the results of all
internal
investigations
publicly accessible
including the body
worn camera data.
Using a third-party to
keep it at arms
length is important.

“If there was a police for the police … because they're
protecting themselves. They have a hard job, no
questions about it. They don't want to look bad; they
don't want to create even more fear in the community.
But at the same time, they're not held to the law in the
same way as the general public.”
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TWO SCENARIOS PRESENTED TO PARTICIPANTS
Two scenarios were presented to participants to provide examples of situations for them to consider during the discussion.
The majority of participants have not had an experience where they needed to call 9-1-1 for a mental health crisis.

Scenario A
A restaurant owner with a street front patio has received complaints about
a young woman harassing customers as they dine on the patio. The
woman yells at, intimidates, and aggressively demands money from
customers.
The restaurant owner finally intercepts the woman, and observes that she is
quite disoriented, mumbling to herself, and confused, and judging by the
bags she carries with her, potentially homeless. He politely asks her to leave
the premises and stop approaching his customers for money. She refuses
and screams at him that no one will help her. The restaurant owner can see
that she is clearly in need of support, but also cannot afford to have her
harassing his customers. He calls 9-1-1 for help.

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

Scenario B
A young man, who has been struggling with schizophrenia and addiction,
recently did not attend an important family event. His father, feeling both
angry that his son missed the event and concerned for his well-being,
decided to go check on him. When he arrived at the apartment, he was
shocked by what he found. The place was unrecognizable - furniture was
over-turned, cushions had been slashed and stuffing tossed about the
room, electric outlets were torn from the wall, and even light fixtures had
been pulled from the ceiling.
He called out for his son, trying to locate him among the destruction.
He found the young man cowering in the corner of his bedroom. His eyes
were wild with emotion, and he began rambling almost incoherently
about being spied on, explaining there were “bugs” everywhere in his
home, claiming even his clothing was bugged. Stunned by what he saw
and heard, the father stepped towards his son, telling him he needed
help. He stopped in his tracks, however, when he realized the young man
was holding a sizable kitchen knife. The father carefully retreated from the
bedroom to call 9-1-1 for help.
I LLUMINA RESEARCH PARTNERS
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WHAT WE LEARNED ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH CALLS
What We Heard
Summary of Insights

Alternative call response was well received.
Police were acknowledged as being less suited to
calls for a mental health crisis.
“I know the officers are not trained for mental health
and those types of crises, but it will be required for
them to be assisted by an officer because that person
can turn violent at any second, so I agree with the
social worker, but I assume they will need the presence
of a police officer.”

“I think it needs to be both, but I would rather the
police be there for protecting the crisis worker and not
for inflicting force on the actual person. With
schizophrenia, they're unpredictable and it's not
necessarily that they're trying to hurt you. I think the
person who understands the mental illness is better to
deal with it than actual police who has no knowledge
in the area. That's what I want if I was a kid or if it was
my brother or something.”

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

Dispatch should identify
calls that require a
mental health response.

A mental health
professional should attend
any mental health related
call. In fact, some
participants believe this
professional should be the
first to interact with the
person in crisis, rather than
a police officer because…
• A mental health
professional has been
more fully trained for
these specific situations
and has more experience
in addressing mental
health crises compared
to police officers; and
• The mere sight or
presence of a uniformed
police officer can trigger
a more extreme reaction
for those in crisis.

A police officer should
accompany the mental
health professional to
protect the safety of those on
scene, particularly if there is a
weapon involved. Generally,
the police officer should be
there as back-up and only
called to the forefront as
necessary, to avoid
unintentionally escalating the
situation.
There was some discussion
about the possibility of having
a non-uniformed officer on
scene. While some agreed
that this could lessen the
reaction to the uniform, should
the situation escalate, it would
ultimately be better for officers
to be in uniform. The preferred
idea to lessen the reaction
triggered by the uniform is to
have the officer hang back
while the mental health
professional leads the response.

A specific health
professional that should
attend mental health calls
was not identified. Social
workers, psychologists, or a
medical professional were
most mentioned.
Participants admitted
uncertainty about the
differences in roles between
health professionals.

The idea of a mental health
response team gained
traction among the
participants, and
depending on the nature of
the call, specific team
members are called to the
scene.
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WHAT DOES SUCCESS IN ADDRESSING RACISM LOOK LIKE?

CPS demonstrates
accountability as an
anti-racist organization.
When the CPS has policies
that define racism, how
anti-racism manifests itself in
the CPS, and there are
consequences for officers
who continue to hold
stereotypes against
racialized citizens.

Composition of the police
service at all levels is
representative of the
Calgary population.
Currently, BIPOC citizens are
under-represented at all
levels. There is the opinion
that BIPOC citizens should
be represented at higher
levels in the organization,
where decisions are made.

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS

Racial/ethnic groups not
singled out. When a Black
citizen is pulled over by the
CPS, the person would not
instantly wonder if they had
been singled out because
of the colour of their skin.
They would instead think
that they had done
something wrong and
deserved to be pulled over.

Racial/ethnic groups trust the
police. When Black citizens
contact the CPS, they trust
that the officers will be there
to serve their needs in a fair
and respectful manner. While
a few participants said they
already feel this level of
confidence in the police,
they want it for
all Black citizens.

Crime statistics become
more representative of the
population. When crime
statistics do not skew
towards Black citizens,
particularly Black males or
other racial/ethnic groups.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY

Be physically present in immigrant-rich and ethnic communities
To establish connections and erode barriers, participants recommend increasing community interactions with CPS. By community, they mean
both their geographic neighbourhoods as well as their ethnic/cultural organizations. Suggestions include:

Meet with community leaders to lay the groundwork.
Partner with existing community associations (e.g., the Caribbean Community Council of Calgary or the
Haiti Alberta Sports and Culture Club). CPS is encouraged to attend regular meetings and help with
children/youth programs (camps, hockey, basketball).

“Community
policing is a big
thing. Have officers
on foot, in the
community, getting
to know the
neighbourhood,
getting to know
the community
members.”

Interact with communities at frequent intervals, not just at special events, like annual Stampede
gatherings. Officers are urged to become a day-to-day fixture within the community to improve
relations. Some suggested a return to daily patrols, and others mentioned attending weekly church
services as an effective way of getting to know community members.
Deploy both white and Black/BIPOC officers for these community patrol/liaison roles, not only Black or
BIPOC officers, to enhance intersectionality.

Assign the same officers to work within a given community to build trust through familiarity.
Brief officers on the demographic composition of the neighbourhoods they will be patrolling. Information
shared should include countries of origin (including past relationships with military/ law enforcement),
languages spoken, religions practiced, cultural characteristics, and so forth. Success will be contingent
on improving cultural awareness and sensitivity.
Underlying these comments is an interest in fostering more frequent, positive interactions with CPS built on
mutual respect, trust and understanding.

BLACK CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

To develop a deep understanding of Indigenous
citizens’ perspectives on systemic racism within
the Calgary Police Service and crisis call
response.
Research Objectives

What we discussed…
Introduction & Warm-up
Opening prayer, moderator and participant introductions

Experiences with Calgary Police Service
Feelings about CPS and why

The research objectives are to:

Gather an in-depth understanding of Indigenous citizens’ perspectives
on CPS and systemic racism in policing
Explore ideas on how CPS can build trust and improve its relationships
with Indigenous citizens
Explore citizen perspectives to reforms to crisis call response

Gather information to support strategic planning and decision-making

Journey to Address Systemic Racism
What CPS needs to know or do to build trust and improve its
relationship with Indigenous citizens and communities

Crisis Call Response
Feelings about calling 9-1-1 for a person experiencing a crisis
Perspectives and feeling about police attending with other
trained responders to help the person in crisis
Role of police when attending a call for someone in crisis

Wrap Up & Check-out
Any additional thoughts or feedback participants would like to
share
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INDIGENOUS CITIZEN CONSULTATION PROCESS

This section of the report is authoured by Gabrielle Lindstrom. In addition to moderating,
she provided analysis and interpretation of the discussion circle conversation to ensure
it reflects the Indigenous perspective.

Recruit
Participants

• Indigenous citizens were recruited via an
invitation distributed through CPS diversity
boards, anti-racism committees, Commission
members, and CPS leaders. Members of the
CPS Indigenous Advisory Board were also
invited to participate and share the invitation.
• Indigenous citizens who live or work in Calgary
volunteered to participate in the discussion
circles by by contacting an independent
recruiting firm to sign up to attend.

Conduct
Discussion
Circles

Analyze
& Report
Results

• Two 2-hr. online discussion circles were
conducted with Indigenous citizens.
• The group was moderated by Gabrielle
Lindstrom who is Indigenous herself and has a
background in qualitative research with an
expertise in moderating discussion circles.
• See page 8 for overview of Gabrielle’s
background and experience.

• After each discussion circle, there was a 45minute debrief session with representatives from
Illumina who watched the discussion circles and
the moderator to discuss what was heard, what
resonated, any surprises, and initial takeaways.
• Gabrielle Lindstrom conducted the analysis of
the Indigenous citizen results to ensure the
results were interpreted and written with an
Indigenous lens. She authored pages 32 to 50 of
this report.

• An elder was recruited to attend each
discussion group, although one was unable to
attend.
• Each participant was screened to ensure they
qualified for the discussion circle. There was a
mix of ages, interaction with CPS, and
perceptions of CPS in the discussion circles.
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INTRODUCTION

Referred to as a military organization by

Another participant described being

The diverse experiences of participants with racism and

some participants, the CPS is part of Settler

stopped for a traffic violation where CPS

discrimination demonstrate how racism from within the CPS is

colonialism’s construction of Canada and

exhibited an aggressive and provoking

part of a complex system referred to herein as Settler colonialism

maintains its ongoing legacy of subduing

demeanour to the participant.

that impacts Indigenous peoples in diverse ways. How

and controlling Indigenous peoples, very

Indigenous feel and perceive racism is dependent on a number

much like the NWMP in the early days of

“I felt whatever I had to say, wouldn't

of factors, with the primary one being the degree to which

settler nation-building.

be valued because I know I broke the

Indigenous people are visibly Indigenous.

One participant described a prior
experience with the CPS that caused them

Settler colonialism is described as a system

underlain with racist ideologies that structure our
economic, legal and social systems; and by
which it seeks to destroy the identity and

nationhood of Indigenous nations in order to
replace Indigeneity with a Eurocentric cultural
paradigm that naturalizes settler encroachment
and occupation of Indigenous lands.

to feel CPS was dominant and aggressive,
akin to a military organization.

law, running the stop sign, but it's just
the way he was talking to me and just
almost like a bully or wanting me to
argue so I can get, he can arrest me. I
just learned to be careful what I was
saying.”

“The Calgary Police Service,
I know when I was younger, we used

As if trying to provoke an argument with the

to joke that we lived in a police state.

participant, the officer seemed accusative

Because there were so many of them

during this encounter, further establishing

and they were everywhere and it felt a
little militant. And it just felt like they
were bullies.”

control. The participant seemed to feel that

if they argued or resisted in any way, the
consequences would be more serious than
just running a stop light.
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ONGOING COLONIZATION THROUGH SYSTEMIC RACISM

According to Allen and Smylie, an Indigenous approach to
understanding racism “counters prevailing portrayals of
Findings support the notion that CPS works in tandem with other systems in ways that

Indigenous health that have pathologized Indigenous peoples

advance colonial aims and practices.

as sick, disorganized and dysfunctional” (2015, p. 5).

Participants mention…

They make the connection between colonization and racism
referencing colonial policies such as the Indian Act, and other

Traumatic childhoods resulting from the Sixties scoop

oppressive amendments associated with it which include the
Indian Residential Schools and provincial jurisdiction over

Impact of residential schools on Indigenous peoples

reserves in regard to child welfare issues.
Allen and Smylie (2015) further establish that “the use of race

Fear of child and family services

as a category of identity began with European colonization of

other continents” (p. 5) and continues to be a factor in
Distrust of social workers

A child welfare system that continues to work towards the removal
of Indigenous children from families
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structural discrimination against Indigenous people in socioeconomic spheres such as justice, health and child welfare.

Moreover, from an Indigenous perspective, colonization and
its deleterious impacts on Indigenous individuals and
communities is considered a determinant of health.
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MOST EXPRESS NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES

Much of the feedback provided by

The same participant also stated:

incidences are cited by some

participants revolved around negative
experiences with regard to their
perceptions of the CPS, but a few
participants also mentioned some
positive experiences.

“And then, but I have seen many

participants, they are often followed by

instances of racism with the police,

negative perceptions which sends a

though. I've just seen an instance with

clear message: the negative

racism with the police at the shelter as

experiences and perceptions cannot

well.”

simply be underemphasized and while

One participant shared how, within their
professional employment, they had

Another participant shared that while

some good experiences with individual

they were initially leery of police

officers with CPS.

aggression during one experience, the
outcome was positive.

“Well, I guess life is about perspectives.
I worked in the same place as [another

It is important to note that while positive

positives do exist, these are often

overshadowed by racially motivated
aggression, discrimination, stereotyping,
and generally disrespectful behaviours

and attitudes on the part of some CPS
officers.

participant]. I saw mostly good
experiences. I think that was
something that our supervisors and the
director tried to build relationships with
the police. And for me, the vast
majority of the police who would bring
people there were good situations.”

INDIGENOUS CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS
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AMBIGUITY OF EXPERIENCES
The participants’ experiences with racism are consistent with the

Physical Skin-Colour Makes a Difference

unstable definition of racism. This is an important finding because it

The more visibly Indigenous one appears, the more at risk one

demonstrates how the ways we interpret racism relate to the ways

becomes of experiencing racism. This is a major factor in how the

that we experience it.

CPS treats Indigenous citizens.

Some participants described negative earlier experiences with the

Surface-level qualities of difference based on physical skin-colour

CPS but then were more trusting of them over the years.

seemed to be a factor in the ambiguous experiences with systemic

Another participant felt they had a level of trust with the CPS but

were aware of other Indigenous people, like their family members,
who haven't had such positive experiences with them.

racism that some participants described.
“But having said that, I think if I was in a situation where I
needed help from them. I mean, of course I would call them.

Others were not sure that their experiences could be considered

And I'm hesitant depending on... I'm lucky that I don't look

racism while others were aware that having light skin impacts

native. And I say that's horrible. But I'm lucky that they don't

interactions with CPS.

look at me like that, I guess maybe ... I don't know.”

As critical race scholar Alana Lentin (2018) has argued, the
unstable nature of what we define as racism is what gives

The participant further described how they were aware of racism and
discrimination existing within the CPS which causes distrust of CPS.

it its power. She further argues that the way the dominant

“Well, I was going to say if it was somebody who was visibly, a

Eurocentric society perceives and defines racism is

visible minority, I guess, I'm not comfortable calling 911. I

insufficient in fully encapsulating the negative effects it has

would imagine we'd want to do everything before that, but

had on racialized peoples.

also again, there's no other option.”
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WITNESSING RACISM
Some Indigenous participants were hopeful,
but unsure that positive changes will occur

within the CPS. This uncertainty seemed to also
relate to bearing witness to acts of racial
violence being perpetrated against other
Indigenous peoples, particularly in regard to
the Indigenous homeless community.

Witnessing Racism Against the Homeless

Others witnessed the CPS deal with Indigenous

Multiple participants described being witness to
racism as opposed to directly experiencing it. It is
apparent that CPS exhibits a lack of compassion

when interacting with Indigenous citizens.

homeless people in an apathetic and indifferent

manner. One participant who works with other
Indigenous peoples described the following:
“I’ve seen how they treat our women when

One participant described hostile, disrespectful,

they come into our shelter. And it's not just...

and aggressive behaviour from CPS towards

Well then we see them how they bully their

Indigenous homeless.

ways with the homeless people. And that's not
good.”

“In the wintertime they've slept out there. And
the police officers went up there and they
were yelling at the top of their lungs and they
just kicked apart all of their shelters and, there's

no need for that. So, I think they're a little too
aggressive. I don't know, just when I see things
like that, it bothers me. So, I think they need to

stop treating people, like they're, I don't know,
they don't treat you or treat animals like that.
So, I don't see why they need to do that.”

INDIGENOUS CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS
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WITNESSING RACISM

Witnessing Racism Against Family and Friends

Witnessing Racism Impacts Health

A few participants described witnessing family members

Witnessing both perceived racism and racial

who appeared more visibly Indigenous being

discrimination are factors in further health disparities

discriminated against.

amongst BIPOC peoples.

“When I do go out with my Indigenous friends and
family, I do notice that... say we're going to an
event or something, I'll make it pass security just
fine, or we're just walking down Stephen Ave. or
17th Ave. police will stop my friends. And I'll make
it out okay, but it's just because they look the way
they do. And I mean, I haven't personally had any
bad experiences. But the people who are close to

One study established that “vicarious
racism includes the indirect exposure to the
prejudice and discrimination experienced

by friends, family, and strangers, which can
be distressing and may also affect health
[and lead to] feelings of helplessness and
despair” (Heard-Garris, et al., p. 230).

me, the people that I love. I've seen them being
singled out and for the dumbest reasons.”

Although this particular study was primarily concerned
with BIPOC children, it offers useful insights into the harmful

Another participant described how the negative and

effects that even indirect exposure to racism might bring.

traumatic experiences of her family members’ dealings

It is also reasonable to assume that witnessing racism

with the CPS created personal feelings of distrust and

against family members is a pattern throughout one’s

anger towards the CPS.

lifetime as opposed to isolated incidents that occurred

only in adulthood.
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CPS AS A TRIGGER FOR TRAUMA RESPONSE

Encounters with CPS trigger physical and
mental responses associated with trauma.
One participant described feelings of stress

Avoidance of Police

Fear of the CPS and Police in General

Racial violence produces extreme anxiety and

Participants offered numerous examples of how

contributes to a hyper-awareness of racism.

the CPS evoked fear. One participant

described how they were hesitant to call 9-1-1

and anxiety when dealing with CPS even in a
professional context.

Another stated that,

For Indigenous people, racism also

despite their child’s allergic reaction, and

“may exacerbate the effects of

another shared how CPS and the health care

historical trauma on individuals”

system were negligent of providing the proper

(Brockie, et al, 2015, p. 412).

care for individuals in crisis.

“I still have the triggers, the sweating, and
my heart still beats fast and that's not right.
I mean, those are physical symptoms that I

have with the police service.”

Some Indigenous participants felt cautious and
It is important to note that for Indigenous

fearful of CPS, and police in general, due to

peoples in Canada, encounters with systemic

witnessing police brutality and violence though

racism structure patterns in our lives particularly

various media sources. Another participant

with regard to avoiding the legal system.

made reference to the ‘starlight tours,’ a
practice employed by police departments

As a result, incidents of violence and

wherein individual police officers would pick up

victimization may go unreported simply
because Indigenous people would rather avoid
dealing with police due to the trauma and fear

that accompany their dealings with police.
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winter, as one source of their fears.
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LACK OF COMPASSION

Indigenous peoples yearn to be seen as

Other participants shared how they wanted CPS to

valuable members of society worthy of

demonstrate more of a willingness to understand

protection and compassion.

what Indigenous peoples have gone through within
the context of colonization and culture loss,

The responses of participants highlight how they are

especially with regard to the homeless community.

not receiving empathy and compassion from CPS
and that there is a profound relational disconnect

Some participants expressed an overall lack of faith

between CPS and Indigenous community members.

in police to respond appropriately and with

The following participant’s story highlights the lack of

compassion during crisis situations.

compassion, respect and relationality on the part of

some individual officers working within the CPS.

“‘Are you from my high school?’ And I said, ‘No.’
And then he started talking down to me, like, ‘Why
are you staying with this guy for so long?’ It was like

I was being judged. And I said, ‘You know what?
I'm not the problem here, okay? He's the problem.
He stole my stuff. You thought I was a friend of yours

from high school, is this how you would talk to her?
Is this how you talk to your friends? The people that
you're supposed to be helping?”
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VICTIMIZATION AND STEREOTYPING

Some feel CPS is being influenced

by Indigenous stereotypes and are

Over-surveillance
Feelings of being under constant

targeted unjustly.

surveillance was another finding that

Some participants felt victimized by CPS due

emerged from the discussion circles and

to overt racism and discrimination. Being a

relates to the general theme of ongoing

victim evokes feelings of helplessness, and

colonization.

loss of control, feeling as if one is being

Some participants shared being under

targeted unjustly by the CPS.

surveillance by child and family services

Participants described how they felt they

after CPS had attended crisis calls at their

were being intimidated by CPS and there

homes. Another shared how the CPS

was the sense of an overall powerlessness to

employed discriminatory actions and

change their circumstances.

behaviour by placing them and their

Another participant shared how their
mother was stereotyped as a drunken
Indian by CPS when she needed help.

Proulx (2014) establishes how Canada as a colonial
state has a long history of surveillance on Indigenous
peoples. Proulx further asserts that “In earlier stages of
colonization, non-Indigenous peoples freely took First
Nations’ resources and lands through pre-emption
(e.g., squatting) and illegal means” (p. 86). de Lint
(2004) further asserts that, “federally, the North West

household under heavy surveillance. For
one participant, negative past experiences
with being put under surveillance by the

RCMP were then associated with the CPS
and that was a difficult connection to

Mounted Police made defending the Canadian
Pacific Railway part of their mandate, guarding it
against ‘Indians, non-Indigenous peoples and their

own employees’” (p. 4).
Today, Indigenous lands and bodies are continuously

being colonized, displaced and erased through
systemic forces, the core of which is found in legal
definitions and enforced through the policing

system’s surveillance and subjugation of Indigenous
peoples.

break.
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PERCEPTIONS OF UNFAIR TREATMENT
Indigenous People are Treated Differently
All of the participants felt that Indigenous peoples were treated
differently by the CPS in comparison to white people, and that white
people were given preferential treatment.
A few participants shared how CPS would listen to their white
partners during 9-1-1 calls and that as Indigenous people, they felt

their concerns went unacknowledged or not believed.
There were numerous descriptions of the CPS exhibiting discriminatory
behaviour and singling out Indigenous people for harsher treatment
whilst giving preferable treatment to white people.
While many of the participants felt the role of CPS should be to offer

unbiased, nonjudgmental, and culturally sensitive support when
dealing with Indigenous citizens, many also felt this was not
happening.
“I think that they should look past race in these sort of
environments and they should look at not the colour of their

skin, but what the person is going through and how they can
best assess that situation and deal with it in that aspect.”

INDIGENOUS CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS
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MEDIA INFLUENCES

Media Influences Perceptions of CPS
The media, at least to some degree, shapes
Indigenous perceptions of CPS. While it isn’t likely
that media is a major factor in the way Indigenous

peoples perceive CPS insofar as systemic racism,
the findings do show that media exacerbates the
tensions between Indigenous citizens and CPS.
One participant described witnessing CPS employ

When asked about whether they would be

“And if I thought an ambulance was coming, then I

comfortable with other trained professionals

would feel more comfortable. If I thought the police

attending 9-1-1 calls, one participant shared that
they were more trusting of the ambulance service
but did not trust CPS to respond in the correct way
to a crisis, and that they harboured distrust of
police due to media sources.

were coming, I would not be comfortable with that.
Just from the news, everything you see with them
responding, walking into that lady's house. I mean,
it's not Calgary, sorry, but walking into that girl's
house as a welfare check and she ends up getting
shot. Like she's just watching TV and eating popcorn
and that scares me.”

police brutality and racial violence through media

sources.
“There was also that video that circulated a while

back, of a young African American woman in a
Calgary police station. And the police officer... she
was in handcuffs, and the police officer was being

very confrontational with her. And she wasn't beaking
off or anything, the audio was on. And he ended up
grabbing her by her hair and smashing her into the

rail. And she landed on the floor. And when he
picked her back up, you could see blood.”

INDIGENOUS CITIZEN CONSULTATIONS
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LACK OF TRUST IN CPS

Another participant shared how they

It was suggested that CPS should

were worried about an Indigenous

work more closely with other

person on the street, so they called

professionals because officers do

the CPS to assist, but expressed a

not possess the expertise to

lack of faith that the CPS would

effectively meet the needs of

properly help the Indigenous person

Indigenous peoples during crisis

find the help they needed. The

response calls. Having an

participant was also hesitant to trust

Indigenous liaison attend during

CPS, choosing to not provide their

these crisis calls was seen as a

name to the CPS.

possible solution.

violence to other Indigenous family or

In another example, a participant

These perspectives offer an

community members, were deeply

perceived the CPS as overly

important point of learning for CPS

distrustful of CPS.

aggressive with Indigenous people

in that it is part of a broader,

and were grateful that they had not

potentially supportive network

witnessed violence against

which, when working together,

Indigenous elders by the CPS.

could improve relationships with

Lack of Trust and Faith in CPS
A common response by participants
was a general lack of trust in policing
and lack of faith in CPS to treat
Indigenous peoples fairly in both
non-emergency situations and during
a crisis. Responses point to how the
Indigenous participants, either
through direct experience, or
witnessing acts of racism and

One participant expressed fear and
distrust at the thought of ever having
to be apprehended by the CPS,
doing all they could to ensure they

Indigenous peoples.

conducted themselves in
accordance with the laws, and in a
civil manner.
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LACK OF TRUST IN OTHER TRAINED PROFESSIONALS
Trust in Some Trained Professionals is Poor

Support for Some Trained Professionals to Attend Crisis Calls

For some participants, this distrust extends beyond CPS to other trained

While having an Indigenous liaison attend during these crisis calls was seen

professionals. References were made by participants of traumatic

as a possible solution, some participants also shared how they would feel

childhoods resulting from the Sixties scoop.

comfortable with having a mental health worker or another trained
professional support (not a social worker) attend during crisis situations and
for some, this would be welcomed.

“…taken from my mother and my family forcefully
when I was a baby. So, for the Sixties Scoop and that
involved social workers and stuff. And so, yeah, there is

a lot of trauma within me because of that and things.”

“I think that that would make it a lot better because then
it's not so much like a gang of cops coming up on

somebody because they have somebody experienced,
someone who's going to approach the situation

Some expressed being fearful of child and family services as well as the
health care system if they attended during 9-1-1 calls. There was a distrust

differently because of their education or training or

whatever.”

of social workers due to traumatic experiences associated with child and
family services. Some participants shared being under surveillance by
child and family services after CPS had attended crisis calls at their homes.
There is also a recognition of the general stigma of child welfare as a
system that continues to work towards the fracturing of Indigenous
families. The CPS was seen by some participants as complicit in the
ongoing removal of Indigenous children from families.
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LACK OF TRUST BY INDIGENOUS WOMEN
An emergent theme is that of systemic racism and

Others shared being fearful for their child to be

violence against Indigenous women from within the

apprehended by child and family services, while also

ranks of CPS.

expressing that sexism exists within CPS, and how as an

Indigenous woman, she was fearful of CPS.

One participant described CPS as a patriarchal system.
Another participant shared how the CPS employed

One participant expressed frustration with CPS at the

unfair and discriminatory treatment of their sister whilst

lack of positive change.

another expressed how they witnessed the CPS commit
aggressive and violent treatment towards Indigenous

“Is anything ever going to change with these

women. Another shared how she was pulled over and

professional police service that are supposed to

questioned by the CPS if she was a prostitute simply

serve and protect us women, the children?”

because of the area she was driving in.
Indigenous women feel they are at risk of having their

The findings and calls to justice contained in the

children taken away during crisis calls. The degree of

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls

trust given to other trained professionals to

final report (n. d.) have provided overwhelming and

accompany the CPS was dependent on the

undeniable evidence of the complicity of the policing

situational factors of an individual. For example, if the

system in the ongoing violence that Indigenous

participant was a woman and had children, they were

women experience. This complicity appears to extend

less willing to trust social workers.

to the CPS which is a significant finding on its own and
should provide impetus for change in practices and
approaches.
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ADDRESSING SYSTEMIC RACISM
Trauma Training

Inclusion Initiatives

Cultural Competency Training

Some feel CPS needs education to help CPS

Participants feel CPS needs to build a more positive

Many spoke of the need for increasing professional

understand Indigenous peoples’ experiences

relationship with Indigenous peoples and

educational development initiatives that are focused

with trauma as well as the effects of

communities through inclusion initiatives that focus

on improving individual officer’s cultural

intergenerational trauma and how to identify it.

on positive interactions with Indigenous peoples.

competencies through an Indigenous awareness

training format.
“The residential school, what it did to our ancestors

“Thinking just with the educational program that we

and what it's causing: the homelessness, the

were kind of talking about with the police that we

alcoholism, the addiction. They just didn't wake up

think they should maybe experience, I would agree

and say, ‘Oh, I'm going to spend my time down in

that should be an ongoing program. We need

this streets of Calgary, Alberta.’ Something

them to understand where we're coming from. I

Generally, there was an overemphasis on the need for

happened to them in their lives at a very young

think that they should take part in the sweat lodge,

more training around Indigenous issues within the

age. That these young training cops, police

Sun Dance powwows. I think that they should go

ranks of the CPS. Many participants mentioned the

service… They need to take more training on the

and spend time on reserves, but to get to know

lack of current training that CPS officers receive, and

residential school, cultural sensitivity programs. Is like

people, not in a policing role, maybe to build

the very short period it takes to become a police

how when you're a student, you have to take up

relationships with people.”

Mandatory training was mentioned to mitigate
systemic racism as well as training to identify their own
internalized racism.

officer.

some courses to graduate. At least take one of
those cultural sensitivity or understanding the

Despite the lack of faith and perceptions of

residential school. Because there's no way where

inadequate training, participants were hopeful that

we're just going to get over it.”

CPS will make the changes that are needed to treat
BIPOC with dignity and respect as well as recognizing
the fact that positive change will take time.
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NEED FOR GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY

Improved Accountability Practices
Participants suggestions for improving accountability include:

More Indigenous officers within the ranks of CPS

Implementation of external review processes

Deconstructing the military-like, hierarchical training approach of CPS

Ensuring the use of record-enabled body-cams

Including other trained professionals in crisis response calls

Being accountable to themselves as individuals as well as other systems
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THE ROLE OF CPS

The Indigenous participants all agreed that the

Another participant felt that CPS officers are

role of the CPS, both in crisis situations and in

overly aggressive when their role should be

general, should be to maintain the peace and

focused on trying to help and not simply

effectively assist those in crisis. CPS should

escalating tensions.

also…

• Offer support and be nonjudgmental when
responding to the needs of Indigenous
peoples.
• Be culturally aware and ensure that their

“I always just think of them coming
in and just being very aggressive, or

at least that's my experience with
them…if it's a mental health issue,
like getting someone the help that

hiring practices are reflective of the

they need instead of just throwing

community they work with.

them in jail or the drunk tank or

•

One participant pointed to the lack of

Indigenous representation within the CPS
and described how their friend faced
racism and bullying while working within
CPS.
• Calm people down during a crisis and to

whatnot”

• When attending 9-1-1 calls made by
Indigenous people, focus on prioritizing
cultural safety, respect, and maintaining

dignity of Indigenous people by seeing them
as human beings.

assist in a respectful, compassionate way.
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DECOLONIZATION
Although the concept of decolonization was

One participant pointed out how it is was unfair

Unconscious or implicit bias training is often posed

specifically named by only one participant, some

that certain benefits come with having a partner

as a solution to address this problem and as an

of the other participants’ responses encapsulated

who is white, as if the likelihood of being treated

approach in anti-racism training. Unconscious bias

decolonizing processes. CPS, in tandem with other

well increases by being associated with white

theory tends to naturalize racism as a

institutions and societal systems, need to

people.

neurobiological outcome of human development

decolonize as a pathway to redefining their

relationship with Indigenous people.

Moreover, CPS must reflect on the role colonization
has had in the continued suffering of Indigenous

Knowledge related to the Indian residential

peoples, and why so many Indigenous people are

schools must be framed in the contexts of a

experiencing social problems, if positive change is

cultural genocide consistent with a colonial logic

to occur.

of containment in order to understand the settler

in response to difference and that through

personal awareness of this natural response, we
can start to shift our thinking. However, how we
frame racism matters. The theory of unconscious
bias as being premised in personal unawareness
allows people to reduce their moral responsibility in

Insofar as decolonizing professional development,

the outcomes of racial discrimination as an

current Indigenous awareness training approaches

unconscious and unavoidable feature of the

appear to be insufficient in addressing the deeply

human brain. Racial discrimination is then

embedded racist structures that organize the CPS

normalized, and people’s social and moral

and the other systems it operates within because

responsibility are diminished. This is neither helpful

the focus is on Indigenous peoples as both the

nor does it address the existence of racism as a

problem and the solution whilst colonization and its

system of power that shapes our social and legal

Anti-racism training must include strategies that will

processes, including how non-Indigenous

systems.

enable individual officers to recognize inequality

individuals are part of these processes, often goes

and systemic racism within society through the

unexamined as an internalized mechanism.

colonial mandate of Indigenous erasure. This
knowledge must also be framed in relation to the
role of the policing system in carrying out the

genocidal aims of the state and not just through
examining statistics that tend to frame Indigenous
peoples within a deficit lens.

examination of white privilege.
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DECOLONIZATION CONTINUED

Porter (2016) has suggested that the decolonization

While the participants were clear that systemic racism exists

of ‘policing’ as an activity might involve something

in CPS, what was less clear was what needed to be done in

that is not nor even should be understood as

order to move beyond current awareness and cultural

policing, but other activities aimed at the safety

diversity training approaches since these initiatives appear to

and care of policing subjects. Such an idea opens

do little in encouraging individual police officers and leaders

up new ways of thinking about decolonizing the

to focus more on personal commitments towards critical self-

activities of policing as well as new possibilities for

reflection and fostering caring and compassionate

reform in criminal justice to address Indigenous

approaches to working with Indigenous peoples.

issues. In particular, it highlights how reform efforts

may need to look beyond the square of state

While the above may be seen as a radical envisioning of

police and the criminal justice system and towards

policing reform, it must be noted that what is required is

nurturing local governance initiatives that may not

indeed a radical reframing of relationships in order to redress

resemble ‘policing’ from a western gaze. (p. 561)

the ongoing colonial legacy of racial violence, aggression
and subjugation that was described by participants.
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Thank-you!
We would like to thank Black and Indigenous
participants, the moderators, and the City of
Calgary for participating in this research.
This report will be used by the Calgary Police
Commission and CPS to help inform actions
to be taken to address systemic racism
within CPS.
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INVITATION TO CONSULTATIONS

Note: Indigenous discussion circles were rescheduled to allow more time for recruitment.
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SCREENER FOR BLACK CITIZEN FOCUS GROUPS
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SCREENER FOR BLACK CITIZEN FOCUS GROUPS CONT’D
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SCREENER FOR BLACK CITIZEN FOCUS GROUPS CONT’D
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SCREENER FOR INDIGENOUS DISCUSSION CIRCLES
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SCREENER FOR INDIGENOUS DISCUSSION CIRCLES CONT’D
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HOMEWORK FOR BLACK CITIZEN FOCUS GROUPS
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HOMEWORK FOR BLACK CITIZEN FOCUS GROUPS CONT’D
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HOMEWORK FOR BLACK CITIZEN FOCUS GROUPS CONT’D
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DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR BLACK CITIZENS
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DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR BLACK CITIZENS CONT’D
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DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR BLACK CITIZENS CONT’D
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DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR BLACK CITIZENS CONT’D
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DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR INDIGENOUS CITIZENS
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DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR INDIGENOUS CITIZENS CONT’D
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